Sew What Designs Grand Hoop Quilt

Requirements:
 1.5 m of seeded homespun or raw silk for the blocks
 1m of floral fabric for the sashing strips and binding
 2.2m of plaid fabric for the twin needle quilted borders and central
block( less with joins)
 75cm of cream satin for the appliqué
 25 cm of lemon cotton for the small squares
 2m of backing fabric
 2m of wadding.








Robson- Anton thread 2413 –Flesh as the main colour on the blocks
Assorted embroidery and quilting threads
1.6mm twin needle
Embroidery or metafil needle.
Rotary cutter and mat.
Embroidery Sewing machine with a hoop at least 250mm x 225mm, and
a smaller hoop to fit a design 135 mm wide.

 “Grand Designs”
These designs are available in the two-part vip and ESQ format for the Pfaff
or as single designs in jef and pes format
 Free appliqué circle and free trapunto heart
 Pfaff 3D Artist or other software preferably with a radial placement
feature like Pfaff’s Encore.
 Assorted floral designs for the 100 x 100 hoop
This quilt was completed using the Pfaff Grand hoop, using designs created
on the Pfaff 2140/44/70 machine or with the Pfaff 3D Creative Artist. Other
softwares have similar abilities and the principals will apply.

The Grand Hoop
The hoop comes with a table, template and hoop clips. The table is essential but
he clips can be omitted for special projects such as quilting designs. If I am using
the fabric in the hoop I will use clips but I often use adhesive stabilizer in the hoop
and do not need the clips.
The hoop has two extensions labeled A and B and two tensioning screws. The
template clearly shows the overlapping 30mm between the two sections A and B.

Each of the sections are the same size as the Pfaff large hoop: 140mm x 225mm.
The size of the grand hoop is 225mm in height and 250mm in width.
140mm + 140mm – 30mm =250mm
The designs for this hoop have to be stitched in two separate sections with each
part no wider than 138 mm. A design that is exactly 140 mm wide will NOT FIT
into a hoop 140mm wide. This is true for all hoops: the design must be At Least 2
mm or more less that the total hoop size.
If you do not have any design software at all it is still possible to just use the
Creative File Assistant to transfer designs to the 2140/44 but you will not be able
to edit the designs at all.
With the Pfaff 2124 or 2135 you can transfer designs to the smart card through the
Creative Card Station but you cannot combine them into an ESQ file.
It is possible to work entirely within the Memory of the Pfaff 2140/44 and to create
designs from Pfaff cards that you combine using the Embroidery Sequence
features on the 2140/44/70

Placing Fabric in the Grand Hoop
The larger the hoop the greater the possible movement in a design as it is stitched
out. The grand hoop comes with clips and you should use them if the design is
large. But the single most important aspect of placing fabric in the hoop is making
sure that the two tension screws are even.

Gap

When you place the fabric in the hoop you need to tension both screws evenly
until you are sure that the inner and outer hoops are secure and then turn them
over so that you can see the gap between the screw and the hoop. Check that the
gap is the same on both screws.
These photos shows what can happen if you only tighten one screw

This is the appliqué heart design used in the central appliqué section of the quilt.
In this stitch out the alignment is closer at the base of the heart and further apart
at the top.
Always check the screws BEFORE you stitch the design as the small gap will not
become obvious till well into the design.

The design in the photo below shows a stitch out with the tension screws adjusted
correctly The central designs are aligned across the full width of the hoop..

This would not matter for a design that had gaps in it but this heart needs to have
the lacy fill match up exactly.
The large circle designs for the blocks are very easy to stitch out and should be
done first. After you have used the Grand hoop twelve times successfully you
should be feeling comfortable with it. It can be very frustrating to stitch out a really
large design and have it turn out a flop. Start off simple and increase the level of
difficulty slowly so that you retain your confidence.

The Quilt Layout

The Grand hoop Quilt is made up of twelve blocks each ten inches square joined
with two inch sashing around a central appliqué block of twenty two inches square.
Around this a four inch border of twin needle quilting. (quarter inch seams will need
to be added to all edges)

Stitching out the Blocks

A Corner Block
Each of the blocks has been embroidered twice. First using the Pfaff Grand hoop
to embroider a large circular design and then a second smaller circular appliqué
design is placed in the center of each circle using the large hoop. All blocks were
embroidered with wadding under the top fabric layer. Tearaway is placed in the
hoop and then the fabric and wadding are laid on top. A basting stitch was used to
hold all the layers to the tearaway in the hoop. This basting is essential to make
sure that each design is correctly aligned in the hoop.
 Cut wadding and fabric to at 14 inch square at least. I used my 12 ½”
quilters template to make sure they were large enough. You will need 10 of
each for the blocks.
 Mark horizontal and vertical line son the top fabric to locate the centre of the
block
 Place two layers of tearaway stabilizer in the Grand hoop and tension the
screws evenly.
 Place the A side of the grand hoop in the machine and call up the A design.
Or use the send 1 option on the software to send the A part of the design to
the machine.

Fabric
Wadding
Tear Away (in the hoop)

In the grand hoop it is a help to use quilt basting spray to hold the layers together
as you will need to rotate the hoop from side A to side B during the basting. If your
basting does not line up exactly then you have not calibrated your hoop or
tensioned the screws correctly.
 Select the baste option on the machine
and wadding to the tearaway in the hoop.

to baste the layers of fabric

 Stitch out Side A and then Side B following the prompts to rotate the hoop.
This design is easy to stitch out and only takes a short time. If you are new to the
hoop and something goes wrong it is a very easy design to unpick. You will need
four of these designs.
Do not unpick the basting stitches until the block is finished
I chose to do all of the grand hoop designs for the twelve blocks one after the
other. Blocks 1,2 3 and 4 all use the same Grand hoop circle design. I used the
same thread for all the Grand hoop circles.
The remaining eight blocks are in pairs with each pair using the same large circle
design but every design has a different appliqué design in the smaller circle. As
they are quick to do it made me feel I had made great progress on the quilt as I
soon had a nice stack of blocks.
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Stitching out the Smaller Appliqué Circle designs
For the four blocks shown above I have just added a floral design in the middle of
the circle. If you have the software you can combine the appliqué and the floral
design together but otherwise you can just embroider the appliqué design and then
stitch out the floral on top of the applied circle.
Appliqué fabric that tends to fray is best backed by a fusible product like
"wonderunder' or "Velisofix" As I used a satin fabric for the appliqué I made sure it
had velisofix underneath.

 Hoop up two layers of tearaway or adhesive stabilizer in the Large hoop
 I used the basting stitch to attach the block to the tearaway but you could
use sticky stabilizer if you wanted to hold the block in place.
Note I always use the basting stitches on every design.
 Make sure that you place the block exactly on center so that the two circles
will line up.
In the appliqué circle design the first two colour changes are for the placement and
attachment of the appliqué fabric. There are colour changes place din the design
but you do not need to use different colours. I used the same colour thread as I
had used in the Grand hoop circle designs.
 The first colour will stitch out a straight stitch outline of the doily shape.
 Place the appliqué fabric so that this outline is completely covered
 Stitch out the second colour which will place a small zig zag stitch over the
previous stitching.
 Remove the hoop from the machine but leave the fabric in the

hoop





Trim the appliqué fabric close to the stitching
Return the hoop to the machine
Stitch out the third colour to make the satin stitched edge
Stitch out eh floral design following the colour order for that design.

You could do all of the blocks like this but I wanted to play with the new Encore
feature of the software to find out what it was like.

Using Encore to Recombine Designs
In the blocks shown below I have taken sections of an old floral design from the
Husqvarna Viking diamond Flowers collection. These designs are now available
for individual purchase on the Husqvarna Viking on line store.
I just used the editing features of the 3D software to isolate a section of the design
and then used the Encore feature to create exciting new designs.
Experiment with the different settings in the encore feature. I am sure that you will
all have a collection of smaller floral design that you can cut sections from to
recombine using Encore. The only proviso is that they must be smaller than
115mm in width to fit inside the appliqué circle design. I suggest that you start with
floral designs that were to fit into eh 100 x 100 hoop.

 Complete the remaining blocks in this way.

Make sure that the designs are centered in the block by making a 10 ½” template
out of template plastic

 Trim all Blocks back to 10 ½” square

Twin Needle Quilting
You will need two pieces of the plaid fabric for the twin needle quilting.
One that is about 60cm square for the centre panel and another piece that is
approx 60 x 150 mm for the four side panels.





Pin the wadding to the wrong side of the plaid or baste with quilt spray.
Set the sewing machine for twin needle work using a 1.6 twin needle
Select the Serpentine stitch no 46 using a width of 9 and a length of 18
Select the twin needle safety icon

The plaid I selected had very obvious diagonal lines to follow for the quilting.
I marked out the four 4 ½” strips side by side. I chose the width of the strips
based on the pattern of the plaid

I quilted the whole piece in one sections and then trimmed the border strips to the
exact size.

Center Appliqué Block

The central appliqué block has four designs stitched out separately and then
appliquéd to the twin needle quilted plaid fabric

I have digitized this design with an inbuilt basting stitch. As the lacy fill is done in
two halves it is essential that they match up exactly. The basting stitches are the
first colour in each half of the design and if they do not match up exactly you will
need to use the perfect positioning steps to make sure that they do.

Stitching out the Appliqué Heart designs
 Place Velisofix or other adhesive stabilizer in the grand hoop.
 Any pale plain fabric can be used for the background of these designs
 I used the same thread for colours 1 to 5 and the same appliqué fabric as in
the blocks.
In each half of the design the first color is a the basting stitch
The second color is a placement line of stitching so that the appliqué fabric can be
placed accurately.

The third color is a stitch to hold the appliqué. Remove the hoop from the machine
and trim the excess fabric away after color 3 has finished.
Color 4 is the fill stitch and 5 is the satin outline around the heart.
Colors 6 and 7 are the bow.
Back the appliqué fabric with Vilesofix or Wonder under to prevent it from fraying.
First make sure that the appliqué fabric will be big enough to cover the full design
by checking it against a template of the design. Bt trimming the fabric roughly to
shape you can still see the basting stitches when stitching out side B.

Stitch out colours 1 and 2 and place the appliqué fabric in position.

Trim only the A side back after the third colour, then stitch out the remaining
colours in side A. This is what the design looks like at this stage.

By using the basting stitch to align side B you can be sure that the sides of the two
designs will match up. However it is essential with this design that you make sure
that the fill stitches line up perfectly.
To do this I use the Pfaff’s Orbiting feature and attach the needle to a point on the
edge of the fill to make sure the match is perfect. In conjunction with the basting
stitch this guarantees that the design will stitch out perfectly.
This is how the design should line up.

To stitch out side B
1. Use colour 1 the baste to align the designs
Do not worry too much if the basting stich covers the appliqué fabric as it is easily
removed or cut away later
2. Use the orbiting feature to fine tune the alignment of the fill in the design
3. Stitch out colour 2 to check that the appliqué is in the correct position and
does not move.
4. Stitch out colour 3 and trim the appliqué fabric
5. Complete the rest of the design.
This design is a bit fiddly but it is really worth it. You will need to make four of
these designs and if you have any problems I a happy to answer your questions
via the 1800 help line on the website.
When stitching out this design remember to have:
1. The hoop screws even
2. Machine basting stitches lined up
3. Adhesive stabilizer in the hoop
4. Inbuilt basting stitches lined up
5. Used the perfect positioning to make sure the lacy fill would line up.
(Note: This design comes with details on how the inbuilt basting stitches work.)
Each finished heart design will need to be treated with FreyCheck around the satin
stitched edge and then carefully trimmed from the backing fabric so that you have
four appliqué hearts.

Construction of the centre block
Pin the four heart appliqués symmetrically on the twin needle quilted plaid panel
that is approx 60cm square

Using the same thread as the satin stitch outline of the heart appliqué the hearts to
the quilted fabric using the appliqué stitch no. 18, length 1.5, width 2.0
The thread will match and be virtually invisible.

In addition I straight stitched around the inside of the satin outline of the heart.

The Corner Squares

The corners of the quilt need to have four small 4 1’2” squares in the lemon fabric.
I chose to embroider a small trapunto heart quilting design on each square.

Putting the quilt Together
All sections of this quilt are constructed with the wadding cut to the same size as
the top fabric.

You should have:
10 embroidered blocks trimmed to 10 ½” square
I appliquéd centre quilted block trimmed to 22 ½” square
4 twin needle quilted plaid strips 50’ x 4 ½”
4 small embroidered squares trimmed to 4 ½” square
24 small lemon squares 2 ½” square
36 strips of floral fabric trimmed to 10 ½” x 2 ½”
All pieces should have wadding behind them trimmed to exactly the same size.
When piecing the seams together make sure that the seams are pressed open as
each piece is joined.

Assemble the quilt in sections as shown below using a ¼” seam allowance.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Attach two blocks to a floral strip
Attach two of the floral strips to one of the small yellow squares
Repeat step 2
Join the three sections together to make a short block for the top section of
the quilt

5. Repeat for the lower section
6. Join the two sections just completed to the centre appliqué section
7. Construct the two side strips in a similar way

8. Join the three completed sections together
9. Attach the two quilted side plaid sections
10. Join a yellow 4 ½”square to each end of the remaining quilted plaid strips
11. Attach these strips to the quilt.
12. Place a backing fabric behind the quilt top and ditch stitch through all
seams.
13. Bind the quilt

